The book was found

This coursebook introduces students to feminist jurisprudence. The first three chapters develop the historical range of feminist theories. Subsequent chapters examine topics such as violence, reproduction, intimate relationships, children, employment, and education. Extensive readings, cases, and text notes encourage detailed, rigorous analysis and critical thinking.
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Customer Reviews
This casebook is nice in that it contains a really good blend of cases and essays by important feminist thinkers. The essays break up the law school monotony. The notes and questions are also actually pretty thought provoking and a great jumping off point for class discussion. While the book definitely does promote feminism (obviously), it doesn’t subscribe to any one feminist theory. It presents several different competing feminist theories and gives you space to analyze them on your own. Some of the cases are heavily edited to get to the legally relevant parts while leaving out relevant historical or cultural info, but it’s still about as good as a casebook can be.

Great seller!!! Item shipped very fast and was exactly as described. Would be happy to buy from again!

Very fast shipment, and happy with purchase
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